2005 f150 fuel pump

One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without gas your F
will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel pump revolve around
the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank makes the pump more
reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is that fuel pumps are
inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair and replace. The
engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue. Sometimes
when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble code as
well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many other vehicular
issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common signs that a fuel pump is going bad is a
whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is going out before there are
any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you from getting stuck
somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel pump can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your F is
difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This
makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell
them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low pressure on
its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are both going to
cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to
place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel
pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine
right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad
fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Ford F Testing the pump
and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is
anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Challenges Starting
the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your F is
difficult to start. Seven problems related to fuel pump have been reported for the Ford F The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F Had to continue to
restart. Finally made it home. Then took it in for repair. Ford pick a poor location for such an
important part of the fuel delivery system. Should have been a recall item. My fuel pump module
shorted out. It had become corroded. There was a melting of plastic parts in the module. I could
smell the plastic burning before the unit failed. The truck was running fine and then suddenly
died when the module failed. Fortunately, I was driving through a small town when this
happened. If it would have happened on the highway it could have been a very dangerous
situation. I feel Ford should be performing a recall on these modules. It's a very poor design. I
also feel that the truck owners should be compensated for the repairs that have already been
done. My F truck stalled right in front of my house just outside of my driveway, my neighbor and
I had to push it in as to not block my street. Luckily it didn't die out on the highway which I was
on five minutes before it died out. I was thinking the fuel pump went, but with only 68, miles that
would not be very good. After some research on the net this little part named fuel pump drive
module gets my attention. I took down the spare tire took out the two bolts that hold the fpdm in
and wow this part was corroded with a hole in it and a crack!!! What a joke that Ford can allow
this bad design to continue and not be rectified by recalling all the vehicles this was installed
on. I guess that wont happen till a few people lose there lives because of it. We have a F Ford
pickup. Latter part of April I was coming home from work the truck just shuts off. Will not
restart. Have it towed to the garage they scanned it and said the fuel pump and the fuel module
needed replaced. Order the parts through Ford motor company , can't get them anywhere else.
Didn't receive them called again and put a rush on them may 5th, Never recieved parts until in
June We called several times to find out why it was taking so long and was told they were on
back order. When we finally recieved them they said there was shipped out and on back order.
Done some checking and found out that there were many, many more people with the same
problem. Ater getting the parts and having them installed now the check engine light comes on
the garage scans it and now in needs a fuel tank pressure sensor and guess what nobody has
one. I need this vehicle for my job and besides that this is getting very costly. I feel Ford motor
company should be taking care of this problem and reimbursing those who have spent all this
money on this problem. After all four months is way to long to wait on parts to solve a problem
especially when you have to get the parts from them. Fuel pump control module is subject to

corrosion due to location. I was driving up hill on the freeway when my f stalled. I lost all power,
power steering, brakes. I was nearly killed when the semi behind me could not stop in time due
to the failure of fuel pump control module. Thankfully I was strong enough to force the truck to
the shoulder and stop despite having no power brakes or steering while towing a lb trailer. After
paying for a tow for my truck and trailer I find hundreds of reports dealing with the faulty
placement of the fuel pump control module online. At the repair shop I was amazed by the
extent of the corrosion. There was barely anything left of the module. The part was replaced
with the same faulty controler due to a backorder from Ford because the problem is so wide
spread. I almost died due to a known problem that should have never been allowed to occur. I
was driving down the road snow and ice covered and while making a left hand turn through an
intersection my truck instantly died. When the truck died a lost power searing, brakes, and
obviously acceleration. The entire intersection was blocked for min. Due to an earlier snow
storm, no tow trucks were available. The failure happened once. When the failure happens, the
driver looses engine, brake, and steering power. The cause of the problem is a faulty fuel pump
control module. The part fails because it is mounted underneath the bed of the truck but was
not made resistant to road salt corrosion. Ford knows about this issue and has a replacement
corrosion resistant part but the kit for this is in such high demand that it is back ordered until
the middle of may. The dealer is telling me my truck is "fixed" but no one is able to prove I have
the corrosion resistant part. There is documented communication between Ford and the dealer
about knowingly installing the old, defective part. Car Problems. Fuel Pump problem 1. Fuel
Pump problem 2. Fuel Pump problem 3. Fuel Pump problem 4. Fuel Pump problem 5. Fuel Pump
problem 6. Fuel Pump problem 7. Gasoline Fuel System problems Gasoline Fuel System
problems. Fuel Injector problems. Fuel Injection problems. Tank Assembly problems. Gas Tank
Strap problems. The fuel pump on a Ford F sends fuel to the engine. However, the fuel pump
will eventually wear out. If the fuel pickup is not fully submerged in gasoline, it can be especially
hard on the fuel pump, causing it to burn out as it draws in air and gasoline, struggling to do its
job. Before having the fuel pump replaced, troubleshoot the problem. Check the fuse for the fuel
pump. Remove the fuse cover panel by pulling up on the release lever for the cover under the
steering wheel and pulling down on the fuse panel cover. Remove the fuse for the fuel pump.
Use the diagram on the underside of the fuse panel cover to locate the fuse for the fuel pump. If
the fuse is blown, replace it with a fuse of the same amperage. Listen for the fuel pump to prime.
You should hear a slight humming sound while this happens. It will only last for a second or two
and you have to listen very carefully. If the fuel pump does not prime and the fuel pump is
getting power the fuse for the pump is not blown , then the fuel pump is likely malfunctioning or
it has failed. Have the pump replaced by a professional mechanic. I am a Registered Financial
Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in the
financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have
written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Check the fuse for the fuel pump. Step 2 Turn the
ignition to the "II" position. Haynes; If your Ford ever fails to start or stalls on you suddenly, the
first thing to check is the inertia fuel shut-off switch. The switch is designed to trip and cut
power to the fuel pump in the event of a collision, but you can also trigger it by hitting a large
bump or pothole as well. To reset your Ford's inertia switch, press down on the reset button.
Although the location of the shut-off switch varies by year and model, Ford has stuck with a few
common spots over the years. If you own one of Ford's pickup, SUV or van models, you can
find the shut-off switch under the dashboard on the passenger or driver side, depending on
what year it was built. If you own one of Ford's car models, you may find it located in the trunk
compartment. Refer to your vehicle's owner's manual for the exact location. Robert Moore
started writing professionally in He has prepared business plans, proposals and grant requests.
Moore is a state of Michigan-certified mechanic and is pursuing an Associate of Arts in
automotive technology from Lansing Community College. Writer Bio Robert Moore started
writing professionally in There are many different issues that can cause the problem. This
article is written with the assumption that you are looking for a way to get your Ford F started
now, and is meant to provide you with practical advice to help aid in the diagnosis. There are
really two main ways that a vehicle will not start. Just use the jump list below to move to your
particular situation. But, there are less things to troubleshoot than if it were cranking but will
not start. Here are some of the most common issues that cause a vehicle to not crank:. While
the battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your F to not start, they are
some of the easiest to diagnose. You can take a look at the battery poles where the cables
connect. If there appears to be green or white corrosion all around it, cleaning them may help
get you back on the road. If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your F
will not start. You can take your battery up to the local parts store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it
tested to see if it is still holding a charge. A bad alternator can cause your battery to lose

enough charge to start your F When a starter goes bad, they will usually not give you much
warning first. Also, if you are stuck somewhere and are trying to start your F, the old beat the
starter with a hammer trick is not a wives tale. It really can get that one last start out of it. There
are a lot of issues that can cause your F to crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a
spark in order to run. It is highly likely that if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has
thrown an OBDII code. It is definitely worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the
engine has thrown any trouble codes. These codes will tell you what the computer is saying is
wrong with your engine. By looking them up on this site, or just Googling them in general will
lead you to a detailed diagnosis of that code. Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the
combustion chamber, the F will crank, but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a
vehicle to crank but not start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start.
Ignition issues can be caused by many things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad
plug wires, computer issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these
sensors go bad, it can be impossible for your F to start. Most modern vehicles come with smart
keys that have electronic protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to steal
them. There are occasions where this security system will cause the F to not start. There are a
lot of issues that can cause your F to not start. There are many reasons that your F may not
start. Tracking them down can be downright challenging. With enough time and patience, you
can diagnose exactly what is wrong. Good luck with the diagnosis. If there is anything that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Thank you. Battery Cables While the battery
cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your F to not start, they are some of
the easiest to diagnose. Battery Charge If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the
starter, your F will not start. Otherwise, it may be the starter that you need to look at. Ignition
Issues One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not start is ignition issues.
Security Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have electronic protection built in.
Other Issues There are a lot of issues that can cause your F to not start. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Anti-Dieseling Relay Connector. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel
Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Heater Connector. Fuel Injection Harness Connector. Fuel Injection
Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Line Clip. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Pressure
Relief Valve Cap. Fuel Pressure Sensor. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Control Module. Fuel
Pump Driver Module. Fuel Pump Driver Module Connector. Fuel Pump Flange Gasket. Fuel
Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump and Sender
Assembly. Fuel Screen. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Sender Assembly. Fuel
Tank Strap. Low Fuel Warning Relay Connector. Pressure Sensor. Air Intake. Body Electrical.
Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine
Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. Brute Power.
Spectra Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. API Fuel Pump. Click to Enlarge. Brock
Fuel Pump Assembly. Product Remark: Except Flex Fuel. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Product Remark: with Wheel Base; in. Wheel Base; with in. Wheelbase; with in. Bed;
with in. Wheel Base; with Wheel Base; Crew Cab; in. Brute Power Fuel Pump. Bosch Fuel Pump
Assembly. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features:
OE-Equivalent Direct fit for easy installation. OE connections and fittings. Superior turbine
pump design that virtually eliminates fuel pulsation. Precision, spin-balanced armature to
reduce noise and vibration. Premium carbon brushes, utilizing advanced materials. Noise
suppression coil that eliminates radio frequency interference. Illustrated step-by-step
instructions are included. Bosch Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design",
improves upon ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle
Bosch Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards
as our OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology
virtually eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Designed to operate
under extreme temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended
service life All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest
quality and performance. Motorcraft Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Autobest Fuel Pump.
Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Spectra Premium Fuel Pump. Airtex Fuel Pump. Features: Meet or
exceed OE specifications. Delphi Fuel Pump. Notes: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank
contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of
contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before
installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of
OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into
every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years.
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty
float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge

reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due
to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly. Features: Acetal cover can accommodate mm tank
opening to permit integrated filter in reservoir Single stage turbine pump provides quiet, energy
efficient operation Active reservoir-fill mechanism high pressure jet pump to maintain fuel
supply in reservoir Passive reservoir fill mechanism helps fill the reservoir at low-fuel volumes
High capacity filter media helps supply clean fuel to the injection system Available serviceable
in-tank fuel filter for markets with poor qualit. Delphi W Fuel Pump Assembly. Carter Fuel Pump.
Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are made with all new
materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Most
applications include the necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented high-gradient
density strainers and wir
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ing harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives.
Action Crash Fuel Pump. Action Crash Fuel Pump; Premium. Quality: Premium - High quality
new replacement part. TYC Fuel Pump. Motorcraft Fuel Pump Assembly. Image is not vehicle
specific. Autobest FA. September 9th, Posted by Brutus. Catalog: P. Catalog: K. Vehicle Notes
Ford F Catalog: Q. Vehicle Body Ford F Vehicle Body Engine Ford F Vehicle Engine Ford F
Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Vehicle Wheel Base Ford F Catalog: H. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float
retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: N. Catalog: D.
Catalog: T.

